REACHING PRACTICING MCH PROFESSIONALS IN UNDERSERVED AREAS THROUGH EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSIGNMENTS

**DATA COLLECTION STARTS 6/1/2017**

Beginning **June 1, 2017**, Reaching Practicing MCH Professionals in Underserved Areas Through Education and Training Program grantees will begin data collection for new Discretionary Grant Information System (DGIS) performance measures. The first annual performance report on the new measures will cover the period **June 1, 2017 – May 31, 2018** and will be due in the Fall of 2018 (120 days from Notice of Award release).

Detail sheets for all new DGIS measures can be accessed at:


The following performance measures will be assigned to the Reaching Practicing MCH Professionals in Underserved Areas Through Education and Training Programs:

**FINANCIAL, DEMOGRAPHIC, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, PRODUCTS FORMS**

- Form 1: MCH Project Budget Details for Fiscal Year
- Form 2: Project Funding Profile
- Form 4: Project Budget and Expenditures
- Form 6: Maternal and Child Health Discretionary Grant Project Abstract
- Form 7: Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 ONLY
- Products, Publications and Submissions Data Collection Form
- Technical Assistance/Collaboration Form

**DOMAIN MEASURES**

**Core Measures**

- Core 1: Grant Impact
- Core 2: Quality Improvement
- Core 3: Health Equity

**Capacity Building (CB) Measures**

- CB2: Technical Assistance (Tier 1 ONLY)
- CB4: Sustainability
- CB5: Scientific Publications
- CB6: Products
DIVISION OF MCH WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT (TRAINING) MEASURES

Training 01: Family/Youth/Community Member Involvement
Training 02: MCH Training Program Cultural Competence

DIVISION OF MCH WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT (TRAINING) FORMS

Faculty and Staff Information
Medium Term Trainees
Short Term Trainees
Continuing Education